Abstract-This paper deals with an environment estimation based predictive control for teleoperation with communication time delay. In this predictive control framework, the delayed position tracking and non-delayed force reflection are attempted. The goal of this paper is to propose a new control method which guarantees the stability, the convergence of position tracking error to zero and the small force tracking error theoretically. Proposed control structure is the 3ch architecture with environment estimation based force prediction. In this proposed method, the master controller implements force control with environmental force prediction while the slave controller implements position and force control. The theoretical analysis shows the stability, the convergence of position error to zero and the small force tracking error. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Teleoperation system can extend a human's reach to a remote site and has been developed and motivated by large variety of applications . It is well known that communication delay may destabilize the system and degrade the closed loop performance [1] . Hence it is necessary to improve the closed loop performance while preserving stability.
There are many control schemes proposed for dealing with the time delay in teleoperation systems [1] , [2] . The passivity based approach developed in [3] , [4] to guarantee stability by making the communication channel a passive transmission line. These schemes have been extended to provide position tracking performance improvement, stability for time varying delay and various other objectives [5] - [7] . These schemes [3] - [7] have been shown to be an efficient method for stabilizing a two-channel (2ch) architecture (involving transmission of only one quantity from master to the slave and vice versa). On the other hand, the four channel (4ch) architecture [8] (involving transmission of two quantities from master to the slave and vice versa) provide better performance than 2ch architecture under no communication delay [9] . This 4ch architecture have been extended to 3ch architecture in [10] , [11] and the robustness of these architecture has been analyzed to deal with the time delay [10] . In [12] , the wave theory [4] was incorporated in 4ch and 3ch architecture to stabilize the these architectures. These method [3] - [12] attempt delayed position tracking and force reflection while preserving stability but non-delayed position tracking and force reflection can not be achieved because they use delayed information without prediction.
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The predictive approaches have been developed in [13] - [18] . [13] - [16] attempt the non-delayed position tracking or non-delayed force reflection or realization of delay-free dynamics. In these methods, the uncertainties of operator and environmental model cause prediction error and position tracking error and force tracking error. Practically, the dynamics of operator is very complicated and it is difficult to obtain accurate model. On the other hand, [17] , [18] propose the environment estimation based predictive control for teleoperation with communication time delay. These controllers estimate the remote environment on-line and can deal with the uncertainty of remote environment. In [17] , the adaptive prediction was incorporated to the wave theory for reduction of the effect of delay. In [18] , "pseudo" 2ch channel architecture was proposed. In this method, the position tracking is delayed but non-delayed force reflection is attempted by Neural Network based force prediction. Furthermore, it is shown experimentally that the task is easier than conventional control method without prediction. However, the position tracking error and force tracking error performance and the stability are not analyzed theoretically. It is expected that the perfect position tracking is not achieved because they are similar to 2ch architecture. Finally, in [19] , another method including environmental estimation was proposed but the stability analysis was not presented.
This paper deals with a environment estimation based predictive control for teleoperation with communication time delay. The goal of this paper is to propose a new control method which guarantee the stability, the convergence of position tracking error to zero and the small force tracking error theoretically. The proposed structure is the 3ch architecture with environment estimation based force prediction. The theoretical analysis show the stability, the convergence of position error to zero and the small force tracking error. Experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. Modeling of Teleoperation System
Assuming absence of friction and other disturbances and compensation of gravity effect, the master and slave robot dynamics with 1 degree of freedom are described as
where the subscripts "m", "s" denote the master and the slave indexes respectively, M m ,M s ∈Rare inertia of the robots, x m ,x s ∈Rare the position of robots, F m ,F s ∈R are control inputs, F op ,F env ∈Rare the operator force and environmental force respectively. We assume that the operator force and environmental force satisfy following assumptions. Assumption 1: The operator force F op is bounded. Assumption 2: slave contacts with following springdamper environment with constant parameter.
where K env ,B env ,x 0 ∈Rare stiffness, damping and equilibrium position respectively. Remark 1: Practically, the remote environment may be time-varying nonlinear system. The control scheme in [18] can be applied for time-varying nonlinear environment by Neural Network based estimation. In our work, we focus on the stability and the position and force tracking performance in environment estimation based predictive control. Thus, only simple remote environment is treated and the extension of the class of environment is future work. In this paper, environment parameter θ env is estimated online by least-squares estimator [17] , [20] , [21] . In the leastsquares estimater, it is necessary that W is persistently exciting for estimated parameter convergence to true value [20] . In our analysis, we assume that W is persistently exciting.
Assumption 3: W satisfies following infinite integral condition
Remark 2: λ min { t 0 WW T dt ′ } does not increase when the slave velocity is zero. However, it is expected that λ min { t 0 WW T dt ′ } increase when the slave is moving from experimental results in section V. In this paper, the time varying delays are considered. It is assumed that the signal transmitted to the slave (master) from master (slave) is delayed as T m (t) ∈R(T s (t) ∈R).
B. Control Objective
From a control theoretic point of view, the main goals of teleoperation are twofold, stability and transparency. Thus, we define the first control objective as follows Control Objective 1: The system is stable in the sense of the boundedness of the position and velocity of master and slave. The transparent system means that human operator feels as if directly interacting with the remote environment [22] . This is equivalent to the accurate position and force tracking (x m (t)=x s (t),F op (t)=F env (t)). However, in teleoperation system with communication time delay, it is difficult to achieve these accurate non-delayed position and force tracking bacause the informations of opposite side are delayed. Especially, non-delayed position tracking may require the prediction of the current time master position in slave side. This prediction is very difficult because the master is moved by the operator whose characteristics is very complicated and whose identification is very difficult. However, remote environmental force can be predicted and the non-delayed force reflection is possible if slave may contacts with identifiable remote environment.
In this paper, it is defined as control objective that the human operator feels as if directly interacting with the identfied virtual environment and the slave performs delayed position tracking and force tracking. This control objective is equivalent to achievement of following Control Objective 2, 3.
Control Objective 3 can be rewritten as F op (t)=F env (t + T m (t)). it means the non-delayed force reflection in the master side.
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

A. Control Structure
The proposed control structure is shown in Fig. 1 . This structure is 3ch architecture [11] with environment estimation based force prediction in master side. In the slave side, the delayed informations of the master are used. On the other hand, environmental force is predicted based on estimated environment parameterθ env (t − T s (t)) in the master side. 
B. Control Law
To achieve the control objective, we propose the following control law with predicted force
where, K f ,K p ,K d ,B ∈Rare design parameter respectively, ρ is defined as ρ = M s /M m from consideration of the results in [23] .F env (t + T m (t)) is predicted value of environmental force at time t + T m (t). This is calculated by following equation
whereB env ,K env ,Ĉ are estimated parameter of environment parameter B env ,K env , −K env x 0 which is estimated by following least-squares estimatoṙ
where p 0 is initial value of the matrix P (t). Combining the control law (7)(8) with dynamics of robots (1)(2) yields following closed loop system
whereK env ,B env ,C are the estimation errors of environment parameter which are defined as follows
In the next section, the closed loop stability and performance are analyzed based on the closed loop system dynamics (10)(11)(13)(14).
IV. STABILITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the boundedness of position and velocity, convergence of position error between the master and slave and force tracking performance.
To facilitate the analysis in this section, we describe the following lemma for convergence of environment parameter estimation.
Lemma 1: [20] Consider the environment estimation described by (10)(11). Then, the parameter estimation error θ env =θ env (t) − θ env satisfy following equation.
Thus, the parameter estimation errors are bounded. Furthermore, if Assumption 3 is satisfied, the parameter estimation errors converge to true value as follows θ env → 0 as t →∞.
Using this lemma, we can prove the boundedness of position and velocity of the master as following lemma. Lemma 2: (Boundedness of the master state) Consider the dynamics of the master (13) and parameter update law (10)(11) with assumption 1-3. Then, the position and velocity of the master x m ,ẋ m are bounded.
Proof: At first, we introduce the state space representations of (13) as followṡ
If K env > 0, A m is stable matrix.Ĉ, F op are bounded from Lemma 1,2 respectively. Therefore, d is bounded and there exist the constant ǫ d satisfying following inequality
The elements ofÃ m are bounded and converge to zero from Lemma 1. Thus, there exist the variable α(t) satisfying following equations.
If A m is stable, there exist constants P 1 > 0,γ 1 > 0,γ 2 > 0 satisfying following inequality
We consider the lyapunov function candidate V 1 = X T m P 1 X m by using the solution P 1 of (21). The derivative of V 1 along the solution trajectories of the master dynamics givesV
Using the property that a
Using the inequality (21), we havė (19) , (20) giveṡ
where α(t) is maximum eigen value ofÃ T mÃm satisfying following equations
θ env (t − T s ) decreases as Lemma 1. Thus, there exist finite time T 0 satisfying following equation for any constant 1 >ǫ 1 > 0
Furthermore, from the boundedness of γ 1 α(t),t h e r ee x i s t constant ǫ 2 > 0 satisfying following equation
From these equations (26)(27), we havė
Using the definition of V 1 , the following differential inequalities are obtaineḋ
The solution of this differential inequalities are given as follows
From these solutions and boundedness of T 0 , V 1 is bounded. The boundedness of V 1 imply the boundedness of X m . Next, we consider the position error between master and slave. The position error converges to zero as following lemma. Lemma 3: (Position tracking) Consider the closed loop system (10)(11) (13)(14) with Assumptions 1-3. Then the position error e p = x m − x s (t + T m (t)) and velocity erroṙ e p =ẋ m −ẋ s (t + T m (t)) converge to zero.
Proof: By shifting the time T m (t)[s], the slave dynamics (14) is rewritten as follows Mmẍs(t + Tm(t)) = −Bẋs(t + Tm(t))) +Kp(xm − xs(t + Tm(t)))
Using the equation (3) of F env ,w eh a v e
Substracting (35) from (13), we have following error system.
If Assumptions 1-3 are satisfied, parameter estimation error B env ,K env ,C converge to zero from Lemma 1.Furthermore, the master position and velocity x m ,ẋ m are bounded from lemma 2. Therefore, the variable d p consist of the terms which converge to zero as follows dp
Thus, we have lim t→∞ d p → 0. By defining input as d p , and output as e pėp T , the transfer function G(s) is given as follows
This transfer function is stable. From the stability of the transfer function and the fact of lim t→∞ d p → 0, we can prove lim t→∞ e p ,ė p → 0 by using the input-output stability of linear system [24] . The next lemma shows the force tracking performance. Lemma 4: (Force tracking) Consider the closed loop system (10)(11) (13)(14) with Assumptions 1-3. Then, the force error F op − F env (t + T m (t)) satisfy following equation.
Furthermore, the term of force prediction error (F env (t + T m (t)) − F env (t + T m (t))) converge to zero in steady state. Proof: (38) can be obtained by transformation of master dynamics. The force prediction error term consist of the terms which converge to zero.
w h e r ew eu s et h ec o n v e r g e n c eo fK env ,B env ,C from Lemma 1, boundeness of x m ,ẋ m from Lemma 2 and the convergence of e p ,ė p from Lemma 3. Therefore, lim t→∞Fenv (t + T m (t)) − F env (t + T m (t)) = 0. From these Lemmas 1-4, the achievement of control objectives are concluded as the following theorem. Theorem 1: Consider the closed loop system (10)(11) (13) (14) with Assumptions 1-3. Then, the following three facts are given.
1) The position and velocity of master and slave are bounded. Thus, the system is stable, i.e. Control Objective 1 is achieved. 2) The position error and velocity errors between the master and slave converge to zero in steady state. Thus, Control Objective 2 is achieved.
3) The force error in steady state is given as follows
f Bẋ m Thus, Control Objective 3 is achieved ifẍ m ,ẋ m =0. Furthermore, if K f is large or M m ,B are small, force tracking error is small even ifẍ m ,ẋ m =0. Proof: This is clear from Lemmas 1-4. Remark 3: The above theorem is also given if the following LTI operator model [10] , [16] , [22] is used.
where, M op ,B op ,K op ∈Rare operator mass, damping and stiffness and F * op ∈Ris external force. If slave do not contact any environment (K env =0,B env =0), A m is not stable matrix. In this case, the boundedness of master state can not be proven by using only Assumption 1 for operator force. However, if the model (39) is used for the analysis, the boundedness of master state can be proven even if K env = 0,B env =0.
V. E XPERIMENTAL EVA L UAT I O N In this section, the stability and the performance of the position and force tracking are evaluated experimentally. The experiment was carried out on a pair of identical 2 degree of freedom robots as shown in Fig. 2 . We use DS1104 (dSPACE Inc.) as a real-time calculating machine and 1[ms] sampling rate is obtained. Experiment has been done with an artificial time delay T m = T s =1 [ s] . We use the environment of spring as shown in Fig. 3 . Operator and environmental forces were measured by force sensor. In this paper, we discussed for only 1 degree of freedom linear robot but the robots used in experiment are multi degree of freedom nonlinear system. Thus, we use the linearization by adaptive impedance control [25] as [14] , [16] and the controllers are designed for x, y independently. The detail of the controller is shown in appendix.
Experimental results are shown in Figs. 4-10. We show only data of y direction here. Fig. 4 shows the estimation of environment parameters. As shown in Fig. 4 , the estimated parameters converge to certain value after 12[s]. parameter estimation are zero). If initial parameter estimation error is small, the prediction error may converge quickly. The convergence of prediction error is also depend on time delay. The delay of the estimated parameter from slave to master cause the delay of the convergence of prediction error.
VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, we proposed new control method in environment estimation based predictive control. The proposed structure was the 3ch architecture with environment estimation based force prediction. The theoretical analysis showed the stability, the convergence of position error to zero and the small force tracking error. Experimental results showed the effectiveness of the proposed method. The future work is the extension of the class of environment. 
